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ABSTRACT

The idea of identifying or characterizing an RNA
molecule based on a mass spectrum of specifically
generated RNA fragments has been used in various
forms for well over a decade. We have developed
software—named RRM for ‘RNA mass mapping’—
which can search whole prokaryotic genomes
or RNA FASTA sequence databases to identify the
origin of a given RNA based on a mass spectrum
of RNA fragments. As input, the program uses the
masses of specific RNase cleavage of the RNA
under investigation. RNase T1 digestion is used
here as a demonstration of the usability of the
method for RNA identification. The concept for
identification is that the masses of the digestion
products constitute a specific fingerprint, which
characterize the given RNA. The search algorithm
is based on the same principles as those used in
peptide mass fingerprinting, but has here been
extended to work for both RNA sequence databases
and for genome searches. A simple and powerful
probability model for ranking RNA matches is
proposed. We demonstrate viability of the entire
setup by identifying the DNA template of a series
of RNAs of biological and of in vitro transcriptional
origin in complete microbial genomes and by iden-
tifying authentic 16S ribosomal RNAs in a ‘small
ribosomal subunit RNA’ database. Thus, we present
a new tool for a rapid identification of unknown
RNAs using only a few picomoles of starting
material.

INTRODUCTION

It has become increasingly clear that RNA is involved
in many cellular processes where RNA and protein
form essential complexes, exemplified by the ribosome,
the spliceosome and the signal recognition particle.
Identification of the RNA species isolated from an
RNA–protein complex during a biochemical research
project may be done in different ways. One method
relies on radiolabelling of the RNA followed by partial
degradation by either nucleotide-specific RNases (1,2)
or ditto chemicals (3,4). Direct sequencing is evidently
the ultimate identification, but RNA sequencing requires
a high level of expertise and typically tens of micrograms
of material, which often necessitates extraordinary
scale-up of the purification protocol. Alternatively, the
RNA may be identified through hybridization to
high-density oligodeoxynucleotide arrays. This method
is primarily used for obtaining quantitative information
on messenger RNA levels via production of labelled
complementary DNA (5,6), but oligodeoxynucleotide
arrays, in a few cases, have also been used for species
identification via direct hybridization with labelled
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (7,8). Array technology will
enable identification of an unknown RNA and of its
genomic origin, provided the entire genome is appropri-
ately represented on the array. However, delineation of
the termini of an RNA molecule will only be possible
in fortunate cases, and no information on posttrans-
criptional modifications can be obtained or included
during array analysis. Furthermore, oligodeoxy-
nucleotide arrays are costly, especially if an array repre-
senting the entire genome of a ‘non-model’ organism is
required.
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Proteins of unknown nature can be identified by the
so-called peptide mass fingerprinting (PMF) approach
(9–11). PMF relies on digestion of the isolated protein
with an amino-acid-specific agent followed by accurate
mass determination of the resulting peptides by mass spec-
trometry. The peptide masses constitute a fingerprint
of the protein under investigation. Comparison of the
experimentally obtained peptide mass fingerprint with an
in silico digest of all entries in a protein database allows
identification of best matching candidate and—in most
cases—protein identification. The PMF approach has
proven eminently successful over its 15 years of existence,
partly because of the method’s speed and sensitivity and
partly because of the ever expanding number of entries in
sequence databases. Searches can be performed in trans-
lated nucleic acid databases as well, and identification
is possible for proteins from species with unsequenced
proteins/genomes due to sequence similarity between
homologous proteins. The mass spectrometric equipment
used is essentially always matrix assisted laser desorption/
ionization (MALDI) in combination with a time-of-flight
(ToF) mass analyser, because this combination gives easily
interpretable spectra dominated by singly charged ions,
which are detected with high sensitivity.
An unknown RNA should be amenable to the same

identification approach as PMF of proteins. The issues
regarding use of nucleotide-specific digestion and mass
spectrometry for identification purposes have been dis-
cussed thoroughly (12,13), including development of
bioinformatics tools for identification (14), therefore a
briefer account is given here. Because RNA consists of
only four nucleotides, the risk that different sequences
will give rise to similar digestion patterns is potentially
greater than for peptides. A scenario can be envisioned
where a database entry will give rise to a fragment mass-
pattern that is very similar to one from the RNA in ques-
tion, though there is no sequence homology between the
two species. On the other hand, the presence of just four
nucleotides in RNA warrants mass spectrometric analysis
with relatively low mass accuracy, especially when the
cleavage specificity of the RNase is taken into account
(15): for example, the smallest RNase T1 digestion pro-
ducts that can occur within 0.01% in mass are A13G1 and
C7U7G1 at around 4641Da. The monoisotopic masses of
the four RNA residues C, U, A and G are 305.04, 306.03,
329.05 and 345.05Da, respectively. This 0.99Da mass dif-
ference between C and U means that two RNA species
differing by one C-to-U substitution will have overlapping
isotope patterns in most mass spectrometers, a phenome-
non that has to be taken into account in the interpretation
of the mass spectrum. Wilson and co-workers have made
in silico simulations of the possibility of identifying a spe-
cific 16S rRNA in a limited 16S rRNA database (13) and
have made in silico studies on the degree of coincidence
between mass spectra of RNase T1 digested sub-regions of
16S rRNA (14). The outcome of these calculations was
clearly in favour of an RNase/mass spectrometry
approach for RNA identification. Practical RNA charac-
terization by nucleotide-specific cleavage followed by mass
spectrometric analysis has been performed in several cases.
The group of McCloskey and Crain first reported the use

of nucleotide-specific RNase-digestions of rRNA in com-
bination with electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(16) to search for posttranscriptional modifications in
known sequences, and posttranscriptional modifications
can likewise be studied by MALDI reflector ToF mass
spectrometry (17). A combination of different nucleo-
tide-specific enzymes can yield partial sequence informa-
tion on RNA as demonstrated in a proof-of-principle
work (18). This has been followed by applications of endo-
nuclease digestion of RNA and subsequent MALDI ToF
analysis for various typings based on a common strategy:
a copy of the genomic region of interest is obtained by
PCR followed by in vitro transcription into RNA. The
transcribed RNA directly reflects the sequence of the orig-
inal genomic region, and enzymatic digestion of the RNA
will generate an origin-specific digestion pattern that can
be visualised by mass spectrometry. This approach has
been used for bacterial species determination using 16S
rRNA as identifier (19�21), to study single nucleotide
polymorphisms (22,23) and short tandem repeat poly-
morphisms (24). Later, Hossain and Limbach (25)
reported proof-of-principle detection of individual
tRNAs in complex mixtures through the masses of signa-
ture endonuclease digestion products, including known
information on posttranscriptional modifications.

The above examples all utilize specific cleavage and
mass spectrometry to characterize the RNA in question,
but the genetic origin of the RNA was known in all cases,
which will evidently not be the case in an RNA identifi-
cation strategy similar to the concept of PMF. We have
developed bioinformatics tools to perform RNA identifi-
cation via digestion/mass spectrometry and implemented
an experimental approach for practical RNA mass map-
ping (RMM). We demonstrate the capabilities of this con-
cept by correctly locating the DNA origin of a number of
RNA molecules in complete microbial genomes. In addi-
tion, we are able to perform species identification based on
digestion/mass spectrometry of authentic 16S rRNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA preparations

Haloarcula marismortui 23S rRNA subfragments were
from a previous study (26). Briefly, complementary
DNA oligonucleotides were annealed to 23S rRNA
regions flanking the subfragment of interest, and the
RNA part of the DNA/RNA hybrid was digested with
RNase H. The 23S rRNA subfragments were separated
on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel and recovered by
soaking of the relevant gel bands after visualization with
ethidium bromide/UV-illumination.

Bacillus stearothermophilus 5S rRNA purification has
been published previously (27).

Ribosomal subunits from Thermus thermophilus strain
HB8, and Escherichia coli strain MRE 600, respectively,
were purified via sucrose gradients as earlier described
(28,29). The fractions containing the small ribosomal sub-
unit were precipitated with 2.5 volumes of ethanol. The
16S RNA was purified by three rounds of extraction with
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a 1:1 mixture of phenol/chloroform and recovered by
ethanol precipitation.

The in vitro transcript covering positions 2446–2632 of
E. coli 23S rRNA was from a previous study (30) and the
in vitro transcript of spot 42 RNA from E. coli was synthe-
sized as described (31).

RNase T1 digestion andMALDI mass spectrometry

The RNase T1 digestion and the subsequent mass spectro-
metric analysis have been described in details elsewhere
(32). In short, complete RNase digestion is obtained by
a ratio of 0.1mg of RNA to 10U of RNase T1 (USB)
followed by incubation at 378C for 4 h. A typical digestion
contained 1–2 pmols of RNA. MALDI mass spectrometry
was done on a Perseptive Voyager STR instrument with
3-hydroxypicolinic acid matrix, detecting positive ions in a
reflector ToF mass analyser.

Data processing

Mass spectrometric data were processed in the m/z free
software (ProteoMetrics Inc.). RNA digestion spectra
were smoothened and externally calibrated from spectra
of synthetic oligodeoxynucleotides. Peaks were initially
assigned by the software’s ‘Auto label peaks’ function,
and the assignments were subsequently evaluated manu-
ally. Mass lists as text files, containing on each line a mass
peak were generated for import into the RMM program.
RMM is a purposely adapted program based on VEMS
(Virtual Expert Mass Spectrometrist) (33) developed in
Delphi and run on Windows-based computers. It can be
downloaded from http://yass.sdu.dk/RMM/ together with
a tutorial. The following databases/sequences in FASTA
format were used for the RMM searches: ‘The Ribosomal
Database Project’ (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/); E. coli
genome, gi:48994873; Geobacillus thermodenitrificans
genome, gi:138893679; H. marismortui genome,
gi:55376942, gi:55380074, gi:55376579, gi:55376107,
gi:55376187, gi:55376228, gi:55376280, gi:55376412 and
gi:55376144. A 0.3Da mass accuracy was used with no
variable modifications specified for the searches presented
in this manuscript. For genome searching, the approxi-
mate size of the RNA was an extra search parameter.

RESULTS

There are presently two reliable RNases available, which
are useful for an RMM approach, namely RNase T1 (gua-
nosine residue specific) and RNase A (pyrimidine nucleo-
tide specific). Evidently, RNase T1 will in average generate
longer digestion fragments that will have a higher value in
an identification approach (13). We have consequently
limited the current study to digestions with this enzyme.

RNA identification in genomes

The chief aim of the present work was to show that we
could identify the genetic origin of various RNAs. The
algorithm used for the searching is based on the same
combinatorial approach that has previously been
described for VEMS using proteomics data (33), but we
have developed a stand alone platform termed RMM.

A crucial parameter in the genome search is to deter-
mine an approximate size of the RNA under investigation
in order to give a window size that can be used as a search
parameter. Size determination was done by running dena-
turing polyacrylamide gels of the purified fragment. In the
first step, the mass list and genome sequence database are
imported into RMM, and the reverse complement
sequence of the genome is added to the sequence database
(Step 1, Figure 1). The position of all RNA fragments in
the genome that matches a mass peak in the given mass list
is found (Step 2, Figure 1). Step 2 is computationally very
fast and based on the same principles as the algorithm
used for peptide mass mapping. Step 3 in Figure 1 consists
of finding start and end boundaries of the RNA sequences
in the genome. The current algorithm considers all possi-
ble starts and ends with the user-specified length con-
straint, which contains at least one RNA fragment
match. Step 3 is done by a so-called brute-force search,
since it considers all possibilities. However, the algorithm
for defining the optimal boundary has a linear time com-
plexity, which means that the time required for finding the
optimal boundary is linearly correlated with the size of the
genomic sequence and independent on the number of MS
peak given in the input. This is achieved by using the fact
that Si=Si�1 + log10(Pfrag, i�1) � log10(Pfrag, j), where Si

[calculated by Equation (3) below] is the score obtained
from the genomic start position i. Si�1 is the score
obtained from the genomic start position i � 1. Pfrag, i�1

is the score of the digestion fragment in position i � 1 and
Pfrag,j is the score of the last possible digestion fragment
when starting from position i, both calculated by
Equation (2) below. If j � i is larger than the user specified
max length, then Pfrag, j= 0. Step 4 scores all the RNA
sequences that contain at least one RNA fragment
match using Equation (2) (see subsequent section for
details on the ranking model). In other words, the

MS mass list Genome

1) Generate reverse complement genome sequence

2) Find all genome positions of RNA fragments that
matches a value in the mass list

3) Score matches using eq. 2 and the length
constraint given by the user

4) Score all possible RNA sequence matches using
eq. 3 

5) Output result. Positions of matches in the reverse
complement sequence are reported with a minus 

Figure 1. Bioinformatics strategy for identifying the genetic origin of an
RNA molecule.
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algorithm reuses previous calculated scores for a genomic
region to lower the computational time. In the final step,
the program reports the top 20 RNA matches (matches on
the reverse complement are indicated by a ‘minus’)
together with their corresponding RNA fragment
matches, scores, mass, deviation between observed and
experimental masses (delta mass), sequence coverage and
colour coding of the RNA fragment matches in the RNA
sequence (Step 5, Figure 1).
The scoring in Step 4 of Figure 1 is an intuitively simple

but powerful probability model for ranking the RNA
matches. All the RNA sequences that contain at least
one RNA fragment mass match (only fragments larger
than three nucleotides are considered here and in the sub-
sequent steps) constitutes a database, which is converted
on-the-fly into fragments based on the specificity of
the enzyme used in the experiment, i.e., RNase T1. The
a priori probability for an RNA digestion fragment to
belong to a specific RNA is given by:

PðRNAfrag � RNAÞ ¼ n=N 1

where n is the number of RNA fragments in a specific
RNA and N is the total number of fragments in the data-
base. On a given mass peak in the MS spectrum, we have
Mi number of RNA fragments in the whole RNA data-
base that matches the MS peak mass; Mi being dependent
on the mass accuracy. In other words, Mi is the total
number of RNA fragments present in the searched
sequence database that has the mass mi � �m Da. In
our case, �m was equal to 0.3Da. Each of the Mi can
be considered as independent attempts to withdraw an
RNA fragment that matches the specific RNA with the
experimental mass mi. We can therefore estimate the prob-
ability that at least one of these RNA fragments extracted
from a mass interval around a MS peak belongs to the
specific RNA in question:

Pfrag ¼ PðRNAfrag � RNAjMS peak ^�mÞ ¼Mi n=N 2

where �m is the mass accuracy in daltons. This model
takes the database size, the length of the target RNA
and the mass accuracy into account. Since we assume
that the correct RNA is present in the database, we do
not apply any correction or penalty of unexplained peaks.
In other words, our main goal is to find the target RNA in
a given database that best explains the spectrum. The
above probability values Pfrag is now used to calculate a
ranking score Srank for the RNA matches:

Srank ¼ �
Xn

j¼1

log10ðPfrag, jÞ 3

where n is the number of matching peaks in the MS
spectrum.
We use randomly calculated RNA masses as an attempt

to address the question whether the correct RNA is pres-
ent in the database. The result using the random RNA
fragment masses is used to calculate a Z-score. The
Z-score is calculated as the difference between the
obtained score for a given match from the correct data-
base minus the average of the top match from each of

X iterations (user-defined number of iterations; 10 is
used in the current work) of random RNA mass lists fol-
lowed by division by the standard deviation of the scores
of X random matches.

Z ¼
S� �

�
4

where Z is the Z-score and S is the raw score obtained by
Equation (3) for the results originating from the experi-
mental mass list. m is the average of the raw scores from
X top matches obtained from X database searches with
randomly drawn RNA fragment masses and � is the stan-
dard deviation of the scores of X random matches. Note
that we use random in silico calculated RNA mass lists
with the same number of masses as the experimental
list for the searches against the database. Generating
random masses from a uniform mass distribution would
give too optimistic Z-scores. We find that two to five
random iterative searches give fairly stable results for
the Z-scores.

The overview of the entire bioinformatics workflow is
depicted in Figure 1 and was tested with real data as
described in the following. We have previously purified
and MALDI mass spectrometry-analysed a series of
defined subfragments of 23S rRNA from H. marismortui
(26), and one of these spectra—covering approximately
positions 2323–2630 of the 23S rRNA is displayed in
Figure 2a. The assigned peaks constitute the mass list
that was used to search the H. marismortui genome with
a window size of 310 nucleotides. (Note that the RNase T1
digestion in this case produced almost exclusively the
20–30-cyclic phosphate versions of the digestion products
(17), which was taken into account when creating the mass
list). Mono- and di-nucleotide digestion products are not
recorded, because these will be ubiquitous in essentially all
RNAs and therefore have no value for identification. First
round of peak assignment was performed by the data pro-
cessing software, but we subsequently did a manual
adjustment to assure labelling of the correct isotopic
peaks, and to take into account partial signal overlap
occurring due to the �1.0Da mass difference between
U- and C-nucleotides. The latter issue is illustrated in
the insert of Figure 1. The peak cluster represented by
assignment of the monoisotopic species at m/z 1309.18
has an intensity distribution that is close to the theoreti-
cally expected if only one analyte contributes to the peak
cluster. The neighbouring peak clusters, on the other
hand, has an intensity distribution that cannot be
explained by a single analyte species; consequently, we
chose to interpret these data as overlapping isotopic
distributions of two (m/z 1285.15 and 1286.18) and three
(m/z 1261.17, 1262.16 and 1263.13) species, respectively.
We cannot always discern all species contributing to a
given cluster, but the manual inspection of the peak inten-
sity pattern in many cases allows indisputable assignment
of additional signals from genuine digestion fragments.

The search identified three genomic regions that code
for the RNA in question (Table 1): the regions map to
each of the three rRNA operons known in H. marismortui
(34). Each of the rRNA operons resulted in numerous hits
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around the expected region, depending of the precise
assignment of the termini; the search result with the high-
est score—positions 2305–2627 in the 23S rRNA gene
together with flanking regions—is shown in Figure 2b.

The digestion fragments, whose mass values are present
in the mass list, are highlighted. This gives a good impres-
sion of the problem of precise assignment of the termini:
the 310 nucleotide window will still comprise of observed
digestion fragments if moved roughly 20 nucleotides
upstream, without excluding large observed digestion
fragments. Indeed, several such hits had identical scores
and Z-scores. Two mass values in the mass list are
not represented in the identified part of the 23S rRNA
gene. One is at m/z 2248.25 corresponding to a posttran-
scriptionally modified fragment with the sequence
U[Um][Gm]UUCG> p (26,35). The other is at m/z
1591.21 corresponding to an A1C2U1G1> p composition,
for which we cannot account. A full overview of peak
assignment is given in Supplementary Table S1. Finally,
three RNase T1 digestion fragments, expected from
the identified 23S rRNA gene region, are not observed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Mass spectrometry data and search result for a H. marismortui 23S rRNA subfragment. (a) Mass spectrum of H. marismortui 23S rRNA
subfragment (around positions 2323–2630) digested with RNase T1. Assigned masses are from singly protonated digestion products, these masses
were used in the subsequent genome search. Insert: zoom on peak clusters to illustrate the effect of digestion products with partially overlapping
isotope distributions—see text for details. (b) Top scoring genomic region with flanks for RNA mass mapping of H. marismortui 23S rRNA
subfragments 2323–2630. Underlined: identified sequence. Yellow highlight: RNase T1 digestion fragments with masses in peak list. Bold italic:
RNase T1 digestion fragments with masses not present in peak list.

Table 1. Top-scoring genomic regions for search with RNase T1

digested H. marismortui 23S rRNA subfragment (positions

�2320–2630) against the H. marismortui ATCC 43049 genome

Candidate region Positions
in gene

Score Z-score GenBank
accession

23S rRNA, rrnA operon 2305–2627 380 9.9 AY596297
23S rRNA, rrnC operon 2305–2627 380 9.9 AY596297
23S rRNA, rrnB operon 2305–2627 348 9.5 AY596298

Score is calculated according to Equation (3) and the Z-score according
to Equation (4).
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(bold italic in Figure 2b). The two larger ones are located
where RNase H has digested during the purification of the
RNA (see ‘Materials and methods’ section), whereas the
smallest—UUG> p—is not produced by RNase T1,
because of posttranscriptional modifications that results
in the above mentioned composite fragment,
U[Um][Gm]UUCG> p (26,35).
Table 2 summarizes the search results with other

authentic RNA and in vitro transcribed species, which
all showed the correct genomic location, but with varying
precision in defining the termini. The identification of the
5S rRNA gene from B. stearothermophilus is particularly
interesting (see Supplementary Table S2 for expected
and observed peaks), because the genome of this species
has not been sequenced. We chose to perform the search
in the nearest relative that had a sequenced genome (36),
namely Geobacillus thermodenitrificans. The genomic
regions found were all perfectly within 5S rRNA genes
of this species. G. thermodenitrificans has 10 copies of
the 5S rRNA gene, but our search only identified nine
of them with the same maximum score. A closer inspec-
tion of the unidentified 5S rRNA gene revealed it to be a
sequence variant that results in an AAACACUCGp frag-
ment (calculated m/z 2901.42) upon RNase T1 digestion
instead of the observed digestion fragment (AAACACCC
Gp fragment; m/z 2900.41), resulting in a significantly
lower score for this particular gene copy. The latter diges-
tion fragment is predicted from all nine identified 5S
rRNA gene copies. It was thus possible in the present
case to identify the genomic origin of an RNA using geno-
mic data from a related species.

Identification of 16S rRNA origin

A series of reports [e.g. (20,21)] have demonstrated bacte-
rial identification by mass spectrometry of RNase-cleaved
in vitro transcripts derived from PCR products of selected
regions of the 16S rRNA gene. Our identification strategy
relies on direct analysis of the authentic RNA, and it was
therefore of interest to see if the correct 16S rRNA species
could be identified in a database harbouring evolutionary
related RNA species. For this purpose, we recorded mass
spectra of 16S rRNA from T. thermophilus and E. coli
and performed a search against an in silico digested data-
base consisting of �165 000 prokaryotic 16S rRNA entries
longer than 1200 nucleotides downloaded from ‘The
Ribosomal Database Project’ (http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/).

The MALDI spectrum of RNase T1 digested
T. thermophilus 16S rRNA with ion signals used in the
search is shown in Figure 3. The highest scores are pre-
sented in Table 3. It is obvious that we have an unambig-
uous identification of the correct species with all the
19 best matches being T. thermophilus 16S rRNA. The
first match not specifically identified as a Thermus species
comes as number 20 and is an uncultured species growing
at 578C with score and Z-score values of 313 and 43,
respectively.

If we make an in silico digestion of the top scoring 23S
rRNA in Table 3 and compare the outcome with our
experimental mass list, there are 29 theoretical digestion
fragments, which do not occur in the mass list (data not
shown). Only a single of the absent signals can be
explained by posttranscriptional modifications (37), the
rest either have m/z-values, which have overlap with
the isotopic distribution of assigned signals or gave a
mass spectrometric signal too weak for automatic detec-
tion by the software. There are 10m/z-values in our mass
list that do not appear in the in silico digestion of the
top scoring 23S rRNA (Supplementary Table S3), three
of which are explained posttranscriptional modifications
(37). We can only speculate on the origin of the remaining
observed signals, but conclude that these extra signals
as well as missed assignment of true signals did not com-
promise a correct identification.

The outcome of a similar identification of E. coli 16S
rRNA is presented in Table 4. At a first glance, the iden-
tification appears ambiguous, since 16S rRNA from
two species—E. coli and Hafnia alvei were identified
with identical scores followed by Shigella dysenteriae
with a marginally lower score. However, sequence align-
ment of the three sequences (data not shown) reveal
that the identified E. coli 16S rRNA is 98% identical
to the H. alvei 16S rRNA and of identical length.
The sequence identity is also 98% between the E. coli
and S. dysenteriae 16S rRNAs, except for a 16 nucleotide
extension in the 50-end in the latter. Thus, the reason
for the apparent ambiguous identification is an underly-
ing de facto sequence identity between the 16S rRNA can-
didates, with differences only recognizable by
complete sequencing. Nevertheless, this result suggests
the possibility of identification of closely related species
in case the sequence of the organism under study is not
available.

Table 2. Overview of top scoring genomic regions for various RNAs

RNA Position in gene,
calculated

Position in gene,
found

Sequence
coveragea (%)

H. marismortui 23S rRNA subfragment �530–697 531–702 92.4
H. marismortui 23S rRNA subfragment �681–969 685–935 98.8
E. coli 23S rRNA subfragment; in vitro transcript 2446–2632 2456–2621 100
E. coli Spot 42; in vitro transcript 1–109 4–97 100
B. stearothermophilus 5S rRNA 1–117 9–113 89.4

aThe sequence coverage is calculated as the percentage of the identified genomic region that is represented by masses from the peak list
when considering that RNase T1 was used to obtain the peak list. Each mass may match several positions in the identified genomic
region. Note that genome sequences that would result in mono- or di-nucleotides at the RNase T1 digestion level are not included in
calculation of the sequence coverage.
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DISCUSSION

Since experimental data implicate RNA molecules
as essential players in an increasing number of cellular
processes, there is a need for reliable tools to identify

novel RNAs. We demonstrate that it is experimentally
possible to locate a purified RNA’s genetic template in
the appropriate genome by RMM.
To begin with, it was important to establish the effi-

ciency and robustness of the entire set-up. Real mass
spectral data are far from ideal, exhibiting missing peaks
(due e.g. to modifications and low ionization ability) and
artefact peaks (for example caused by contamination,
adducts and noise), and therefore the practical usability
of the method needed to be tested. Because we work
with authentic RNA, the �1.0Da mass difference between
U- and C-nucleotides compelled the use of a reflector ToF
mass analyser instead of a linear ToF ditto. This makes
it possible to distinguish between masses from digestion
products exhibiting a single pyrimidine nucleotide
exchanges. Our mass accuracy is consistently better than
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Figure 3. Mass spectrum of T. thermophilus 16S rRNA digested with RNase T1. Assigned masses are of singly protonated digestion products, these
masses were used in the subsequent database search.

Table 3. Top scoring entries for search with RNase T1 digested T. thermophilus 16S rRNA in the RDP 16S rRNA database

Rank Score Z-score Organism GenBank accession

1 364 55 T. thermophilus JN2 AY554280
1 364 55 T. thermophilus AY497773
1 364 55 T. thermophilus No information
1 364 55 T. thermophilus E26 DQ087525
5 362 54 T. thermophilus HB27 AE017221a

5 362 54 T. thermophilus HB8 AP008226a

5 362 54 T. thermophilus HB27 AE017221a

5 362 54 T. thermophilus HB8 AP008226a

9 360 54 T. thermophilus L1 AY788091
10 358 53 T. thermophilus CS AJ251938

. . . . . . . . . . . .
19 339 49 T. thermophilus HB8 X07998
20 313 43 S000345626 uncultured bacterium; G24 AF407704

The 10 highest scoring entries as well as number 19 and 20 are specified.
aEach identified rRNA represents one of the two copies present in the T. thermophilus genome.

Table 4. Top three scoring entries for search with RNase T1 digested

E. coli 16S rRNA in the RDP 16S rRNA database

Score Z-score Description
of organism

GenBank
accession

452 110 Escherichia colia Z83204
452 110 Hafnia alvei Z83203
450 110 Shigella dysenteriaea Sd197 CP000034

aThe subsequent seven identified 16S rRNA candidates originated from
either E. coli or S. dysenteriae.
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0.3Da (often much better) after calibration, which in
practice resulted in sufficiently accurate mass determina-
tion up to �6000Da. As established in Figure 2, the res-
olution permitted the assigning of signals that differ by
one m/z unit to different RNase digestion products in a
manual interpretation of the mass spectra, which proved
generally useful during the present work. However, diges-
tion products differing in mass by a few daltons cannot
always be identified, because they have overlapping iso-
tope patterns. The isotope pattern of the peak cluster
around m/z 1260 (Figure 2, insert) is so abnormal that it
can only be explained by the presence of more than one
digestion product; but often, the assignment of all but the
lightest of the RNase digestion products in a peak cluster
is difficult, depending on the number and stoichiometry of
different digestion products contributing to a cluster. It
might be attempted to get a better deconvolution of the
digestion products contributing to a peak cluster by fitting
the observed peak pattern to different combinations of
theoretical isotope patterns for relevant potential diges-
tion products.
Mass spectrometric RMM exhibits very high sequence

coverage, defined as percentage of sequence represented
by signals in the mass spectrum, when comparing with
PMF data. Based on our data, sequence coverage is typ-
ically 90% or better with RNAs up to 300 nucleotides
(Table 2), whereas the sequence coverage in PMF is typ-
ically a factor of two lower. The main reason for the high
sequence coverage is the relatively like physico-chemical
properties of the nucleotides that make most RNA diges-
tion products behave fairly similar during mass spectro-
metric analysis. We do observe low mass spectrometric
response for some nucleotide compositions/sequences
and in rare cases complete absence, particularly if the
starting RNA is large and many uridines are present,
but not to a degree where subsequent identification was
impaired.
Tandem mass spectrometry may be used to generate

sequence tags that would have very high values in an
identification compared to the composition-based mass
values of digestion fragments. The use of tandem mass
spectrometry will be a further improvement of the identi-
fication approach, but not a trivial one to implement.
RNA fragments not only in the backbone, but also
through loss of nucleobases, which complicates tandem
mass spectrum interpretation. In addition, tandem
mass spectrometry on complex mixtures such as digestions
will normally require online liquid chromatography—
tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS2), which is not routine
for RNA analysis. The LC-MS2 approach is, however,
appealing, because it would open for the identification
of RNAs in a mixture. On the basis of previous experience
with dynamic range of MALDI TOF analysis of RNA,
we estimate that the sample has to be more than 80%
pure for our current identification approach, but a
robust LC-MS2 set-up would allow a higher throughput,
because of less demand on sample purification.
The RRM program is able to include variable modifica-

tions (methylations being the most abundant by far)
for RMM. However, taking modifications into consider-
ation would only add little extra information in the

identification, because any nucleotide may be methy-
lated in RNA and the impact on the digestion cannot
be predicted. Thus, the extra complexity in computa-
tion and output will not be justified by a marginal increase
in identification score. tRNAs is a special case due
to their extremely high degree of—and diversity
in—modification. tRNA identification is likely only pos-
sible after tandem mass spectrometry of selected RNase
digestion fragments (38).

Our results were obtained with RNA of prokaryotic
origin. Prokaryotes in most cases have their genetic
material on a single chromosome, and their genome size
is typically orders of magnitude smaller than eukaryotes.
The search time in the E. coli genome in forward and
complement reverse direction is currently around 3min
on a standard desktop computer, and the search time
will increase approximately linearly with the genome
size. However, in future work, the computational time
complexity of Step 3 in Figure 1 needs to be readdressed
together with the problem of RNA splicing and exon/
intron boundaries. We plan to do in silico simulations
to address these issues and to implement the use of
MS/MS spectra to obtain more significant genome posi-
tion matches.

The B. stearothermophilus genome is not sequenced,
but because the genome of the closely related
Geobacillus thermodenitrificans was available, identifica-
tion of the template for the B. stearothermophilus 5S
rRNA was possible. Much more experience is needed to
make a general statement about the possibilities for cross-
species identification, but the important implication for
our approach is that one can work with a much broader
range of organisms than just the ones with a sequenced
genome.

The identification of 16S rRNAs in a small ribosomal
subunit RNA database was not surprising per se, because
theoretical considerations have shown that the concept
should be viable (13,14). The crucial point is that
despite RNA’s just four building blocks, the sequence
differences are sufficient to give species-specific RNase
digestion patterns that allow unambiguous identification.
Several reports have also shown experimental proof
of the concept (19–21), but these experiments were
performed with in vitro synthesized RNA harbouring
chemically modified nucleotides to optimize the experi-
mental data for improved database identification.
We demonstrate that identification is also possible
using the rRNA with posttranscriptional modifications
directly.

In conclusion, we have confirmed in practice that
RMM is a powerful technique for RNA identification:
given a few picomoles of purified prokaryotic RNA
and an appropriate database, it is possible to identify
the DNA template of an unknown RNA within a working
day. Compared to previous reports, we have taken RNA
mass-mapping algorithms a step further so it can also be
applied for RNA genome searches. The tools—including
software and robust experimental procedures—
are available for a new and rapid identification of
unknown RNAs.
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